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Abstract
We report on measurements of the equation-of-state of copper and gold in the multi-ten Megabar range, opacity
measurements based on K-shell absorption in aluminium, and X-ray laser studies on a large number of neon-like
ions applying the prepulse technique. For these investigations, the one-beam iodine laser facility ASTERIX emitting
pulses with energies of up to 1000 J at 1315 nm and of up to 420 J at 438 nm was used. We also give a brief account
of experimental and theoretical results referring to the propagation of an ultrashort pulse through underdense
hydrogen or nitrogen plasmas and X-ray spectra from an optically field-ionized nitrogen plasma generated either by
linearly or elliptically polarized light. For these investigations, 150-fsr200-mJr800-nm pulses emitted from our
titanium:sapphire laser ATLAS were employed. Q 1999 Published by Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Laser-Plasma-Group at the Max-PlanckInstitut fur
¨ Quantenoptik at Garching operates
two major laser facilities. The one-beam iodine
laser ASTERIX as described in detail by
U
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Baumhacker et al. w1x emits 450-ps pulses at a
repetition rate of 3 shots per hour. At the fundamental wavelength of 1.3 m m, the pulse energy is
up to 1 kJ; at the third harmonic, corresponding
to a wavelength of 438 nm, the pulse energy is up
to 420 J.
The second facility is a Ti:sapphire laser called
ATLAS. It emits 200-mJr150-fsr790-nm pulses
at 10 Hz which can also be frequency doubled
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with a conversion efficiency of over 40%. By
adding a single-shot amplifier to this chain, we
have achieved a 150-fs pulse with an energy of
almost 1 J and a three-times diffraction limited
beam quality. Target experiments with this pulse
will be started in April 97. By the beginning of
next year, the 10-Hz version of ATLAS will be
scaled up to the 1-J level and the single-shot
version to the 5-J level. On-target intensities of
up to a few times 10 20 Wrcm2 are then expected
to be available.
2. ASTERIX experiments
In the following, brief reports about the experiments recently carried out with the ASTERIX
facility will be given. These include EOS measurements using shock waves, opacity measurements, and X-ray lasers.
2.1. EOS measurements
By means of the impedance matching technique based on two-step, two-material targets with
aluminum as the reference material, we measured
the equation-of-state of copper and gold using
the labyrinth hohlraum Žindirect drive. for the
lower pressures and the beam-smoothing phasezone-plate technique Ždirect drive. for the larger
pressures. The labyrinth hohlraum is designed for
single-beam irradiation. Its characteristic feature
is an internal cone stopping the incoming laser
beam and converting it to primary X-rays such
that these cannot hit the target foil. As shown by
Lower
and Sigel w2x, the shock signals generated
¨
with this hohlraum are spatially uniform. They
have a rise time of a few ps and a decay time of a
few tens of ps indicative of a low preheat level.
From measurements with a silicon target, Lower
¨
et al. w3x could further conclude that the temperature increase in the unshocked material due to
preheat originating from the driving radiation is
below 200 K. Using the phase zone plate technique, we observed shock waves being not completely flat but slightly rounded and a preheat
level in the unshocked material somewhat larger
than that seen in the hohlraum case but definitely
below 0.3 eV. These shortcomings did, however,

not impair a correct measurement of the shock
front velocity.
Fig. 1 shows two Hugoniot curves ‘pressure
versus particle velocity’ for copper w4x and gold. In
the case of copper, our direct and indirect drive
measurements agree quite well with former measurements. There are no deviations from the
SESAME curve even up to a pressure of 42
Mbar, the largest pressure recorded by us. It is
worth noting that with a relatively small laser like
ASTERIX the same pressure range can be covered as that realized with nuclear underground
explosions requiring by far more expenditures.
For gold, the pressures go up to 70 Mbar. There
is a slight deviation as to the SESAME curve the
origin of which is not yet clarified; this discrepancy needs further investigations.
In addition to these EOS measurements, we
also carried out intensive theoretical and experimental studies on the shock wave structure in
aluminum and silicon targets which are dealt with
in the contribution presented by Basko et al. at
this conference w5x.
2.2. Opacity measurements
The heating of thin foils by means of intense
thermal X-rays is a very convenient method to
achieve rather homogeneous temperature of a
few tens of eV for the purpose of opacity measurements in matter of density of about 10
mgrcm3. Recently Winhart et al. w6x had carried
out experiments of this type based on L-shell
absorption in aluminum, iron, and holmium in
the XUV range at photon energies extending
from 70 to 280 eV. In this paper, complementary
measurements are presented in the keV photon
energy range using the K-shell absorption in
aluminum.
An efficient geometry for carrying out these
experiments is the set-up as depicted in Fig. 2 w7x.
The hohlraum is heated from below by the ASTERIX beam. The other two holes serve as diagnostic holes. The absorber foil is made from a
110-nm thick aluminum layer tamped on both
sides by a 50-nm thick carbon layer to reduce the
gradients in the aluminum layer upon expansion.
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Fig. 1. ‘Pressure versus particle velocity’ Hugeniot curves for copper and gold. Our experimental results are compared to the
SESAME data for copper and gold and also to various previous measurements for copper. The Trunin data w18x were obtained from
nuclear underground explosions.

The composite foil is glued to one of the diagnostic holes such that it only covers one half of it
leaving the other half open. This made it possible
to simultaneously measure the samarium backlighter source spectrum and the absorption spectrum of the aluminum foil in one shot by applying
point projection spectroscopy. The spectral resolution is obtained by a flat ammonium dihydrogen
phosphate crystal with a resolving power of 1600.
The image was recorded on a calibrated KODAK
DEF film. The absolute wavelength calibration
was provided by prominent samarium lines with
˚ The transmission spectra
an accuracy of 0.4 mA.
were calculated by normalizing the absorption
spectrum to the source spectrum. The spatial
resolution is determined by the backlighter source
size and amounts to 100 m m. Two examples of
transmission spectra under different conditions
are plotted in Fig. 3. They are dominated by the
absorption features due to aluminum ions of
charge states from 4 q to 7 q . The two different
plasma states were realized by using cavities of
different sizes and different laser energies. The
dotted curves are due to the HULLAC code

which assumes LTE. The mean ionization derived
from these K-shell absorption spectra coincides
well with that found previously from the L-shell
absorption spectra w6x. For a precise temperature
assignment, the density must be known. Since this
dependence is rather weak, a factor-of-three
change in the density changes the temperature by
not more than 10%. The temperatures given in
Fig. 3 are hence rather reliable. It was also found
that in very hot cavities non-LTE effects have to
be taken into account.
2.3. X-ray lasers
The pump energy requirement of X-ray lasers
can be considerably reduced by the prepulse technique w8x. We investigated this scheme with our
ASTERIX facility in an extensive series of experiments. The energy of the prepulse which preceded the main pulse by 5 ns was varied from 0.5
to 1.5% of that of the main pulse. Both pulses are
focused onto the plane target surface in the form
of a line focus 3 cm long and ; 150 m m wide by
means of a six-element cylindrical lens array.
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the experimental set-up.

Due to the time delay between the prepulse
and the main pulse, the preplasma can expand so
that on the arrival of the main pulse its density
gradient normal to the target surface is considerably lower than that occurring when the plasma is
generated by a single strong pulse. The role of
the main pulse is then just to heat the electrons
without degrading the plasma homogeneity.
Hence the deflection experienced by the X-ray
beam when propagating through this plasma is

reduced and the gain region is enlarged. This
combined action creates a more uniform, larger
scale length plasma, allowing the X-ray beam to
completely remain within the gain region and not
to be forced to leave it prematurely.
With the experimental arrangement as briefly
described above, nine new Ne-like lines could be
made to lase. With the exception of Ga21q, their
intensities are plotted versus wavelength in Fig. 4
starting with manganese, chromium, and vana-

Fig. 3. Measured Žsolid line. and calculated ŽHULLAC code, dotted line. transmission spectra. ZI is the mean ionization and Te
the electron temperature. The densities assumed are Žleft. 3 mgrcm3 and Žright. 10 mgrcm3.
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Fig. 4. Relative intensity vs. wavelength of Ne-like ions lasing in the region extending from SXR to XUV. The new lines are marked
with a dot. For each element the target length is given in cm.

dium on the short-wavelength side and ending
with chlorine, sulfur, and silicon on the longwavelength side in the XUV range. The new lines
are marked with a dot.
By optimizing the prepulse level, the efficiency
of all the neon-like X-ray lasers which we looked
at for this purpose could be considerably improved. As a prominent example, we mention
sulfur which we could make to lase with only 20 J
of pump energy at a prepulse energy of 0.4 J w9x.
Lasing was checked by looking at the near field
pattern of the radiation emitted from one end of
the plasma column. This pattern was imaged onto
a CCD camera in front of which a 5000 linesrmm
transmission grating with a 50-m m wide slit was
placed. The spatial resolution of this device is
perpendicular to the target surface, the spectral
resolution parallel to the target surface. In Fig. 5,
a round spot at 61 nm clearly contrasted with the
plasma background radiation and hence indicating strong laser emission can be seen accompanied by two diffraction spots due to the 4-m m
support structure of the grating. In a future series
of measurements, we will employ the prepulse
scheme in our ATLAS laser using its sub-ps pulses
for the main beam. Due to the transient nature of

Fig. 5. Record of a spatially resolved spectrum from a 3-cm
long sulfur target.

the excitation processes, it is expected that the
pump energy requirement is further reduced to
the level of not more than a few Joules.
3. ATLAS experiments
The experiments we are currently carrying out
on our 150-fs-ATLAS laser system encompass
harmonics from solid surfaces, energy transport
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in and spectroscopy of fs-plasmas using multilayered targets, fs-pulse propagation through an
underdense plasma, and optical field ionization.
Only the latter two experiments will be reported
in the following since the first two are only at the
beginning.
3.1. Femtosecond-pulse propagation through an
underdense plasma
Gas puff targets provide one of the simplest
forms of underdense media. Upon penetrating
through the gas cloud the laser pulse ionizes the
atoms or molecules crossing its way. The predominant ionization mechanism is tunnel ionization which under our conditions occurs instantaneously. Since the peak intensity of the pulse is
close to 10 18 Wrcm2 the ionization takes place
far in its leading edge so that the main body of
the pulse sees a gas already ionized. When propagating through this plasma the laser pulse is subject to three processes modifying its transverse
profile in a subtle way: relativistic self-focusing,
diffraction, and ionization refraction. Given a
bell-shaped intensity profile, the latter effect defocuses the laser beam since the refractive index
of the plasma, h , obeys the relation Ž1 y h . A n e
where n e is the electron density which is proportional to the pulse intensity. This means that
where the intensity is high the refractive index, h ,
is low and vice versa. Hence a bell-shaped profile
leads to beam spreading besides that due to
diffraction. This situation usually occurs in gases
made up of atoms with medium to large Z-numbers when the pulse intensity is not strong enough
to generate a plasma with a homogeneous electron density by fully stripping the ions being located in the beam path. In a completely ionized
medium, however, ionization refraction plays no
role due to the absence of transverse electron
density gradients. Because in hydrogen only one
electron has to be removed per atom it is a gas
where this situation can be realized at modest
intensities of about 10 14 Wrcm2 .
In order to analyze the laser pulse-gas interaction as thoroughly as possible we applied various
different diagnostic methods: time-resolved shadowgraphy of the focal volume using the 2-v probe

pulse which crosses the 1-v pulse at right angle
and whose delay can be varied, images of the 1-v
pulse in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis
250 m m beyond vacuum focus, self-scattered
time-integrated images of the 1-v radiation at 908
to the main beam axis, time-integrated images of
the plasma using its 2-v emission, Raman scattering, and hard X-ray measurements. Examples of
the first two diagnostic methods are shown in Fig.
6. The electron densities for N2 and H 2 are about
equal. The shadowgraphy images are taken 1.3 ps
after the leading edge of the pulse reaches the
vacuum focus. In nitrogen, ionization defocusing
clearly dominates. In the fully ionized hydrogen,
however, only self-focusing and diffraction remain
as competing processes whereby self-focusing appears to dominate over diffraction. The transmitted images further support this interpretation.
Ideally, there should be only one self-focusing
channel in hydrogen. We attribute the beam
break-up into two spots to the intensity profile of
the focused 1-v pulse which exhibited two clearly
distinguishable peaks. Only in the case of hydrogen did we observe strong X-ray signals. In Fig. 7,
they are plotted versus electron density n e normalized to the critical electron density n C s 1.75
= 10 21 rcm3 as calculated for a pulse carrier
wavelength of 800 nm. At constant laser power,
PL , the transition to the regime dominated by
self-focusing can be achieved by increasing the
gas density and hence also the electron density.
The threshold value, n S , corresponding to this
transition is plotted as a vertical dotted line in
Fig. 7, whereby n S is determined from the wellknown relation w10x PC rGW s PL rGW s
16 n C rn S with PL s 300 GW as the power used in
these hydrogen experiments. The horizontal
dashed line corresponds to the detection limit. In
hydrogen, there should be no significant X-ray
production in the plasma itself. However, due to
relativistic self-focusing fast electrons are generated w11x which when hitting the rim of the gas
nozzle cause the production of hard X-rays. The
most interesting result is that the onset of hard
X-ray emission is consistent with the threshold
for the onset for relativistic self-focusing as predicted by Pukhov and Meyer-ter-Vehn w11x.
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Fig. 6. Shadowgrams Župper half. taken with the 2-v probe pulse and transmitted images Žlower half. 250 m m past focus showing
the interaction of the 0.3 TW Ti:sapphire pulse with 500-m m nitrogen and hydrogen gas jet targets.

Fig. 7. Hard X-ray emission Ž) 12 keV. vs. normalized electron density. The vertical dashed line marks the transition to
the region dominated by self-focusing.

3.2. Optical field ionization (OFI)
We compare X-ray spectra from optical-field
ionized plasmas which were generated either by

linearly or elliptically polarized light w12x. It has
been theoretically predicted by Corkum et al. w13x
that there should be a considerable difference
between these two cases as to the electron temperature. We demonstrate that this difference
also manifests itself in different intensities of
X-ray lines emitted from these plasmas.
The experimental set-up for studying this effect
is rather simple. The ATLAS pulse is focused into
a cell containing nitrogen at pressures around 1
mbar. At this level, masking effects such as clustering and electron heating by inverse
Bremsstrahlung or Raman scattering are avoided.
The X-ray spectra from the OFI plasmas are
recorded by a spectrometer consisting of a transmission grating and a backside illuminated CCD
camera. The pulse intensity in the focal region
was set to 3 = 10 16 Wrcm2 . At this intensity level,
theory predicts the occurrence of helium-like ni-
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Fig. 8. ŽLeft. Soft X-ray spectra from nitrogen. N 4q-lines: Ža. 2s-5p, Žb. 2s-4p, Žc. 2p-5d, Žd. 2p-4d, Že. 2s-3p, Žf. 2p-3d. The other
lines are due to N 3q. ŽRight. Simulated time-integrated soft X-ray spectra for N 4q.

trogen. As expected, the spectra exhibit lines
emitted from lithium-like and beryllium-like nitrogen ions. In the left half of Fig. 8, a nitrogen
spectrum containing lines from N 3q and N 4q is
shown. The effect of the ellipticity of the laser
pulse is quite significant. Most lines, e.g. 2p-3d
and 2s-3p in N 4q, generated with elliptically
polarized light are much stronger than those generated with linearly polarized light. This result is
a first demonstration of Corkum’s conjecture w13x
and may have important consequences for OFI
X-ray lasers using recombination or electron collisional pumping w14]17x. There are, however,
some unexpected anomalies for lines which originate from levels with higher principal quantum
numbers such as 2p-4d and 2p-5d in N 4q, where a
behaviour opposite to that just mentioned is
observed. A clarification of this effect is expected
from future investigations.
Simulations of the experimental spectra were
carried out for helium and nitrogen using a collisional radiative code. It calculates time-dependent level populations and the spectra emitted
from the plasma. The initial conditions for the
electron temperature, electron density, and ionic
abundances are obtained by integrating the rates
of the various ionization stages over the pulse
width. Electron temperatures of 15 and 85 eV
were found for nitrogen in case of linear and
elliptical polarization, respectively. As can be seen

from the right half of Fig. 8, the simulations
which contain no adjustable parameters predict a
ratio of the Li-like 2p-3d lines in N 4q approximately equal to that experimentally observed.
However, for transitions originating from higher
principal quantum numbers like the 2p-4d transitions in N 4q the code simulations fail. A clarification of this effect is also expected from further
investigations.
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